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Express™ camps have enriched the lives of children since 1998. Our professional staff
a safe and nurturing environment for campers to explore their creativity and artistic
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eate...Believe... Each camper will join our energetic and experienced staff as
explore their imaginations through silly stories, magical movement, and crazy unique

“Creative Kid” your child will sing, dance, act, and create awesome art in a safe
onment. Every day features something unique and fun!

s schedule.

your way to the performance of a lifetime! Spend five full days with
ess artistic team, creating and rehearsing for a dazzling performance.

oadway Creation”. Working together
eative environment you will “wow” your family and friends with your

eations Camps

1 A 2-hour parent and child workshop which includes: an introduction to the place of 
conflict in human interactions and how to identify and address annoyance, disagreement, 
meanness, and bullying; an interactive storytelling performance of, “Just Kidding” by Trudy 
Ludwig which will be used as a problem solving and discussion opportunity; and strategies 
and tips that will effectively help parents guide and support their children through difficult 
social situations while building social confidence and compassion for others.  

2 A visual arts workshop where students reflect on the many forms which meanness can 
take, and the healing power of kindness, through the creation of a group art installation,  
“Erasing Meanness”.  

3 An empowering hip hop dance workshop in which the students will reflect on body  
language and what it says about our own and others’ emotions, while learning a community 
building dance to be performed with the entire school. 

4 A drama workshop that uses role playing scenarios to explore the root causes of meanness 
and strategies for choosing to respond with kindness instead. 

5 A literacy storytelling session on choosing kindness, fair play and inclusion featuring the 
story “Benched!” written by Briar Boake and Michael McGinn.

Pricing is customized for each school depending on school population and programming 
 choices. Fees, start at $650.00 plus HST, please call the office for a quote.

PROGRAM 5

The Managing Meanness program uses our effective Creative Arts education approach, in 
conjunction with a practical evening workshop in which parents and students work together,  
to develop effective conflict management strategies to deal with bullying and everyday negative 
social encounters. Building social confidence, emotional intelligence and internal resiliency 
is key to helping children develop the skills with which to handle difficult situations effectively 
throughout their lives. 

Managing Meanness by 
Cultivating Kindness

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

PROGRAM OUTLINE

• Strategies for developing empathy,
compassion, tolerance, resolution
strategies, social confidence, and
inclusiveness.

• Effective techniques to deescalate
challenging situations to avoid future
issues and increased targeting.

• The root causes of social meanness
and bullying behaviours.

• Strategies and tools to help children
develop, and maintain, healthy
friendships.

• Ways to promote open, supportive
communication between students and
the adults in their lives.

• The value of leading by example.
• Further resources for development

of understanding and skills at home.
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